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By Neal Stephenson

Avon. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Mass Market Paperback. 1168 pages. With this extraordinary
first volume in what promises to be an epoch-making masterpiece, Neal Stephenson hacks into the
secret histories of nations and the private obsessions of men, decrypting with dazzling virtuosity the
forces that shaped this century. In 1942, Lawrence Pritchard Waterhouse - mathematical genius and
young Captain in the U. S. Navy - is assigned to detachment 2702. It is an outfit so secret that only a
handful of people know it exists, and some of those people have names like Churchill and Roosevelt.
The mission of Watrehouse and Detatchment 2702-commanded by Marine Raider Bobby Shaftoe-is
to keep the Nazis ignorant of the fact that Allied Intelligence has cracked the enemys fabled Enigma
code. It is a game, a cryptographic chess match between Waterhouse and his German counterpart,
translated into action by the gung-ho Shaftoe and his forces. Fast-forward to the present, where
Waterhouses crypto-hacker grandson, Randy, is attempting to create a data haven in Southeast
Asia - a place where encrypted data can be stored and exchanged free of repression and scrutiny.
As governments and multinationals attack the endeavor, Randy joins forces with Shaftoes tough-as-
nails grandaughter, Amy,...
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A whole new eBook with a brand new perspective. it was actually writtern quite completely and useful. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this ebook to discover.
-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette

Here is the finest publication we have read right up until now. It is actually writter in easy words instead of di icult to understand. Its been written in an
remarkably easy way in fact it is only right after i finished reading this book in which basically changed me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Pr of . V a nessa  Sm itha m  V-- Pr of . V a nessa  Sm itha m  V
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